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A Perfect Fit

for Your MedSpa Patient Apparel Needs 



Twirl manufactures and sells luxurious, 
premium quality MedSpa patient 

apparel that supports you to create 
5 Star Patient Experiences!

202X/X/X

A Perfect Fit

for Your 5 Star ⭐  Patient 
Experiences



Voted #1 by MedSpa Owners and Staff

“I own a COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY that services 
many types of healthcare gowns. This product is hands 
down the BEST I have seen. The gowns need very little 

dryer time, as they come out of the washing machine 
barely damp, which helps extend the life of the gown. 

The look and the feel of the gown is much more 
LUXURIOUS than any I have laundered to date.” 

– Commercial Cleaners, Scottsdale, AZ

“Twirl has the best client gowns for our MedSpa! Made 
from a very nice material. And very stylish, they are 

made to fit just right. The embroidery turned out just 
perfect. We will definitely be ordering more. Overall it 

has been a great experience.”
– Mona Fina, MedSpa, Scottsdale, AZ



A Perfect Fit for Your MedSpa
While excellence is found in the details.

Care is felt in the details.

You've given thoughtful attention to every detail. 
Shouldn't that include your patient apparel?

We provide an excellent opportunity for you to 
demonstrate Care through the quality of your 
patient apparel.

We understand that increased patient 
satisfaction and higher patient happiness are 
earned through premium patient care.

We provide seamless customer service to support 
you to achieve the highest standards in the 
industry.



A Perfect Fit for Every Body 

Every patient arrives with a 
different level of confidence, 
desire and expectation. And, 

just a little fear.

Our customized gowns provide 
you with confidence-raising, 
comforting and glamorous 

solutions that are customized to 
meet your MedSpa patients’ 

specific needs and expectations. 



A Perfect Fit for Your Bottom Line

Patient apparel isn’t just something your 
patients put on and wear, it’s actually 

fundamental to their well being and it’s a 
critical factor in improving your bottom line. 

This rare degree of seemingly invisible client 
care results in deeper, higher-value connections 

between your staff and their patients - your 
patients and your MedSpa - and this positively 
impacts your profitability and your bottom line.

Not a Good Look for Your Bottom Line



The Gown the Doctor Really Ordered

10-year Wear Expectancy, 5-year Warranty 
Replacement

Our Sustainable, Environmentally Friendly 
Fabric is Made of Recycled Plastic Bottles

Limitless Customization, Colors and Embroidery 
Available

5 Sizes, XS/S, Med, Lg, 2XL,3XL 

Dignified Front-Closing Gowns Come with Full 
Back Coverage and Easy Patient Access

Pocket for Patient’s Personal Items



 Your Mission and Vision are Perfectly Aligned with Ours...

We Sell Green and Sustainable Products - so you can feel 
good about doing good and supporting the environment

We Are A Woman Owned Business - and we use and love 
MedSpa services so we are sensitive to your clients' needs

We Are A Domestic Supplier Based In the U.S. - so we have 
control over our supply chain and can ensure outstanding 

client service and on-time product delivery

We Value Long-term Relationships - and that’s what we 
choose to have with you and all of our extraordinary clients!

This is and more is what goes into
Making Your MedSpa + Twirl

A Perfect Fit!

A Perfect Fit For Your Vision
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Jackie Sight
I’m here to help you explore our 

products and features.

Email | jackie@twirlconnect.com
Phone | 602.370.3613

Website | twirlconnect.com

Facebook | @twirlkc
Instagram | twirlconnect
Twitter | @TwirlConnect

Twirl Connect
Director of Operations, MedSpa Sales

I Believe We’re A Perfect Fit! Let’s Talk...


